THE BRA FITTING CHECKLIST
One of the major problems in making your
own bras is to obtain a perfect fit. Every new
design or new material will have influence on
the right fit. This can be really frustrating at
times!
A fitting session before completely finishing off
your bra is always a good idea and even a
must when you try out a new design.
Keeping a checklist at hand will help to
determine any flaws in a perfect fit.

WHY WOULD I USE A
FITTING CHECKLIST?

7 reasons to use the bra fitting checklist:
* an easy-to-use list which areas to check
* better comprehension which areas matter
* documentation which problems occured
* documentation which adjustments were made
* personalized data to develop the perfect bra
* comparing the fit of different bra designs
* comparing the fit of a design on different women

The bra fitting checklist will provide a
reliable overview of all the important areas
that might cause problems for a perfect fit.
Checking each area one by one will give
insight where the bra needs adjustment.
Even when it looks fine at first sight!
Writing down the whole process can be a

great help when comparable problems occur
in the future.
A trick to be learned from the pros!

Both private and professional users,
everybody will benefit from the dependable
information on the bra fitting checklist.
Information you collected yourself!
Because it is more than just a list. There is
plenty of room to add al kind of usefull
information you came across during the
fitting session.
Personal information about the lady in the
fitting session that will help you to develop
her bras with a better fit every time. This
lady could be you sewing your own bras or
it could be your client when you sew for
others, the result will be a better bra.
Admittedly, it's a bit more work than just
put on that bra, fiddle around with some
pins and get the job done. But one week
later you won't remember what you've
done and why you've done it. That's where
the checklist comes in. It's all there for as
long as you need;
the where - the why - the how - the when
of all your adjustments.

The layout of the bra fitting checklist

There are 4 different parts in the bra fitting checklist. The identifications for the person and for the
bra in this fitting session. The sketch for a visual idea of the bra. The checked areas for a thorough
check of all 7 areas during the fitting. The corrections to note down all the corrections to be made.

IDENTIFICATIONS

Name : the name of the lady wearing the bra.

HOW DO I USE THE
FITTING CHECKLIST?

Size : the standard bra size or the used
measurements in case of a custom pattern.
Pattern code : deceide on a code for the
pattern in this fitting and write it on each
pattern part. This wil help when you find or
search for a lost part.
Date : the date of the fitting session

THE SKETCH

The sketch can be used to note down the
exact position of any corrections and their
measurements.
The sketch in the checklist is there just as a
reference. It is a very basic design and you will
have to adapt it to the design of the bra you
are fitting.
The cup covers the whole breast and the
straps at the front are connected right above
the nipple. Most modern bras have their
straps more at the side so don't forget to
adjust the sketch there. And of course add a
coupe seam in the cup!

Test no : write down which attempt this is for
the same bra on the same woman.

CHECKLIST AREAS
Band midback
Bridge midfront
Bottom center cups
Cup top edge
Straps
Armpit
Cup depth

These areas on the checklist are known for causing most of the
problems in getting a perfect fit. Check them every time!
First field of checked areas:
Make a note of what you find; this can be a simple OK or a
short note of the problem.
Second field of corrections:
Write down all the corrections you made for the bra. This
information is valuable whether it gives the desired result or
when it doesn't.

Band midback :

The band bottom should be completely level
around the body.
When the band pulls up midback it means the
band is too wide.
When rolls of flesh appear around the band it
means the band is too small.

Bridge midfront :

The bridge between the cups should lie flat on
the body without any gaps, specially at the
top end.
Underwires should arc perfectly around the
breast. If not the bridge might need to be
wider or smaller.

Bottom center cups :

At the bottom center of the cups the
underwire (or the cup itself) should lie flat
against the ribcage without any gaps.
Note : if you can't still fit a finger underneath
the band it means the band is too small.

Straps :

The straps should stay snugly halfway the
shoulder without falling off.
At the front the cups should not wrinkle or
crumble down at the top edge and at the
back the band should not be pulled up.

Armpit :

At the armpit the cups (and any underwires)

should go up untill the breast circle turns
back again. Underwires should arc around the
breasts without poking into the soft tissue.
Before making changes at the armpit make
sure it's not a matter of the wrong cup size!

Cup depth :

The breast tissue should rest easily within the
cups and not spilling out anywhere around
the cups (top, bottom or sides). If so you will
need a bigger size.
The cups should not be loose or wrinkly but
cover the breast precisely. If not you will need
a smaller size.

BRA FITTING CHECKLIST
Name :

Band midback :

Size :

Pattern code :

Date :

CHECKED AREAS

Bridge midfront :
Bottom center cups :
Cup top edge :
Straps :
Armpit :
Cup depth :

Band midback :

CORRECTIONS

Bridge midfront :
Bottom center cups :
Cup top edge :
Straps :
Armpit :
Cup depth :
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Test No :

